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ABSTRACT
We perform a detailed analysis of the covariance matrix of the spherically averaged galaxy
power spectrum and present a new, practical method for estimating this within an arbitrary
survey without the need for running mock galaxy simulations that cover the full survey vol-
ume. The method uses theoretical arguments to modify the covariance matrix measured from
a set of small-volume cubic galaxy simulations, which are computationally cheap to produce
compared to larger simulations and match the measured small-scale galaxy clustering more
accurately than is possible using theoretical modelling. We include prescriptions to analyti-
cally account for the window function of the survey, which convolves the measured covariance
matrix in a non-trivial way. We also present a new method to include the effects of supersam-
ple covariance and modes outside the small simulation volume which requires no additional
simulations and still allows us to scale the covariance matrix. As validation, we compare the
covariance matrix estimated using our new method to that from a brute force calculation using
500 simulations originally created for analysis of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey Main Galaxy
Sample (SDSS-MGS). We find excellent agreement on all scales of interest for large scale
structure analysis, including those dominated by the effects of the survey window, and on
scales where theoretical models of the clustering normally break-down, but the new method
produces a covariance matrix with significantly better signal-to-noise. Although only formally
correct in real-space, we also discuss how our method can be extended to incorporate the ef-
fects of Redshift Space Distortions.
Key words: cosmology: theory - large-scale structure of Universe
1 INTRODUCTION
For random-phase, Gaussian distributed density perturbations, all
the cosmological information is included in the 2-point functions.
Although gravitational evolution (and, if it exists, primordial non-
Gaussianity) introduces phase-space information and small higher-
order n-point functions, the majority of available information is still
encapsulated in just the 2-point functions. The former of these can
be readily measured using large surveys of the universe. However,
the covariance matrix, which quantifies the error on the universe’s
power spectrum or correlation function, cannot be measured so eas-
ily.
As a result, the need to model the covariance matrix has be-
come one of the most computationally demanding aspects of mod-
ern large scale structure analysis. Although this can be calculated
analytically in the linear regime (Feldman et al. 1994; Tegmark
? Email: cullan.howlett@icrar.org
1997), the non-linear galaxy covariance matrix is a complex func-
tion of non-linear shot-noise, galaxy evolution and the unknown
relationship between the galaxies and the underlying dark matter.
In any real application this is further complicated by the effect of
Redshift Space Distortions (RSD). Recent progress has been made
in understanding and computing the dark-matter covariance matrix
theoretically (Neyrinck 2011; Mohammed & Seljak 2014; Carron
et al. 2015; Bertolini et al. 2016; Mohammed et al. 2017; Barreira
& Schmidt 2017a,b), but large simulation suites show that much
work still needs to be done to understand the small-scale evolution-
ary effects (Takahashi et al. 2009; Li et al. 2014a; Blot et al. 2015;
Klypin & Prada 2017), let alone modelling the galaxy covariance
matrix we actually measure. A more common solution is to use a
set of detailed galaxy simulations, otherwise known as mock cat-
alogues (mocks), to calculate a brute-force estimate of the covari-
ance matrix.
In recent large scale structure analyses this estimation was
performed using large numbers of simulations that cover the full
survey volume, in both the angular and radial directions, with
c© 2017 The Authors
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high enough resolution to accurately reproduce the galaxies within
the survey. Earlier work, such as that of the 2dF Galaxy Redshift
Survey (2dFGRS; Colless et al. 2001, 2003) used Log-normal reali-
sations of the overdensity field (LN; Coles & Jones 1991; Cole et al.
2005). The more recent SDSS-III Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic
Survey (BOSS; Anderson et al. 2012, 2014; Alam et al. 2016)
used more sophisticated methods such as PTHALOS
(Scoccimarro & Sheth 2002; Manera et al. 2013, 2015),
Quick Particle Mesh Simulations (QPM; White et al. 2014)
and Augmented Lagrangian Perturbation Theory
(ALPT; Kitaura & Heß 2013) to produce their mock
catalogues. Other alternatives include PINOCCHIO
(Monaco et al. 2013; Munari et al. 2016), Effective Zeldovich
approximation mocks (EZmocks; Chuang et al. 2015a), the
Comoving Lagrangian Acceleration method (COLA; Tassev et al.
2013, 2015; Howlett et al. 2015a) and the work of Sunayama et al.
(2016). Chuang et al. (2015b) and Monaco (2016) provide reviews
of the above methods, detailing their respective strengths and
weaknesses, whilst work to create ever faster algorithms continues.
Ultimately, this abundance of different methods attests to the
increasing urge to reduce the computational burden of covariance
matrix estimation.
However, for now this burden will only be exacerbated by
future surveys. Reaching the desired non-linear accuracy for the
Dark Energy Spectroscopic Instrument (DESI; Levi et al. 2013),
the Large Sky Synoptic Telescope (LSST; Ivezic et al. 2008) and
Euclid (Laureijs et al. 2011) may require more complex computa-
tional methods than are currently used. The covariance matrix also
depends on cosmology; either an ensemble of simulations must be
run for each model of interest, the covariance matrix from a single
cosmology must be interpolated for other models (White & Pad-
manabhan 2015), or the likelihood distribution from the compar-
ison between the model and data must be modified (Kalus et al.
2016). In addition to this, the number of simulations in an ensemble
may also need to increase. Recent studies by Dodelson & Schneider
(2013); Taylor et al. (2013) and Percival et al. (2014) have shown
that O(1000) mocks are required to obtain an accurate numerical
estimate of the covariance matrix with sub-dominant errors com-
pared to the statistical errors themselves for current surveys. How-
ever as the statistical errors in measurements of the galaxy cluster-
ing decrease, the number of simulations must increase to ensure the
precision on the covariance matrix remains subdominant.
This presents a bleak picture for the standard method of co-
variance matrix estimation, in which a delicate balance between
the speed, size and accuracy of each simulation must be achieved.
Using the brute force approach, enough simulations must be run
to estimate the covariance matrix to high precision, but they must
also be large enough to fit the survey and have enough particles
to reproduce the galaxy population. There have been many stud-
ies recently aiming to ease this problem by reducing the amount of
simulations required to reach a given covariance matrix precision,
rather than simply increasing the speed with which each realisation
of the survey can be produced.
For a fixed simulation size, one technique for reducing the
number of simulations required to reach a given covariance ma-
trix precision is covariance matrix tapering (Paz & Sa´nchez 2015)
where the covariance matrix is made more diagonal through the
use of a specialised set of tapering functions. Padmanabhan et al.
(2016) also present a method to directly estimate the inverse co-
variance matrix from simulations, which improves convergence in
the estimate with the number of simulations. Both of these use the
fact that the covariance matrix is generally sparse and contains
off-diagonal terms that have low signal-to-noise. Other methods
(Scha¨fer & Strimmer 2005; Pope & Szapudi 2008; O’Connell et al.
2016; Pearson & Samushia 2016) combine an empirical estimate of
the covariance matrix from a small number of samples with fitting
functions containing several free parameters, whilst Cole (1997)
and Schneider et al. (2011) presented a method to add large-scale
modes to small-scale simulations, thus enabling the fast creation
of many full-size approximate simulations. All these methods suc-
ceed in greatly reducing the number of mock catalogues required
to reach a given covariance matrix precision, however often contain
free parameters which must be calibrated. Furthermore, these meth-
ods do not overcome the problem that running even a few hundred
simulations may be a challenge for next generation surveys.
Instead of reducing the number of mocks required to obtain
the covariance matrix to some accuracy, we propose a method to
reduce the size of the simulations required to estimate the covari-
ance matrix, utilising the known analytic properties of the covari-
ance matrix, namely it’s scaling with the volume of the simula-
tion. Such a method has been suggested recently by Escoffier et al.
(2016) (although this paper does not explicitly refer to any volume
scaling), Mohammed et al. (2017) and Klypin & Prada (2017), but
here we provide a viable algorithm to do so. Our method also in-
cludes the effects of the survey window function, which cannot be
naively included in the same way as when we have simulations that
fit the full survey volume, and the effects of modes missing from
small volume simulations that occur naturally in larger volumes.
Compared to Schneider et al. (2011), our approach should be more
robust as we alter the parameters of the small-volume simulations
rather than trying to adjust the results of simulations run with fixed
parameters. We also analytically add the large-scale modes rather
than doing this numerically, avoiding the need to simultaneously
model the largest and smallest scales, and the resulting degrada-
tion of resolution. The overall benefit of our method is that we can
use it in addition to methods detailed above to reduce the necessary
number of mocks, and as we will show, we can even improve the
accuracy of the estimated covariance matrix at fixed computational
cost by running larger numbers of smaller simulations.
The layout of this work is as follows: In Section 2, we out-
line our approach and demonstrate that reducing the volume of the
simulations used to estimate the covariance matrix can reduce the
computational time required to achieve a given precision in the es-
timation, or that conversely we can improve our estimate given a
fixed computational time. In Sections 3 and 4, we present meth-
ods to account for the lack of large scale modes and the survey
window function. Finally we tie everything together in Section 5,
demonstrating that our method using small volume simulations can
recover the same covariance matrix as a brute force estimation us-
ing full-size simulations.
2 MOTIVATION: THE COVARIANCE MATRIX AND ITS
ERROR
If the density perturbations present in the universe are drawn from
a Gaussian distribution then the estimated power spectrum must be
drawn from a chi-squared distribution and the estimated covariance
matrix Cˆ from its higher-dimensional counterpart, the Wishart dis-
tribution,
P(Cˆ|C,n, p) =
(
|Cˆ|n−p−12
2
np
2 |C|n2 Γp
(
n
2
)) e− 12 Tr[CˆC−1], (1)
where P gives the probability of measuring a p × p covariance
matrix based on the true underlying covariance matrix C. n is the
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number of degrees of freedom, which in the case of covariance ma-
trices estimated from a set of mocks is n = Ns − p− 1, where Ns
is the number of simulations and p is the number of measurement
bins. Γp is the multivariate gamma function.
The covariance of the Wishart distribution is given by
〈∆Cˆi,j∆Cˆk,m〉 = n−1(Ci,kCj,m + Ci,mCj,k). (2)
In the simplified case of a Gaussian random field where the covari-
ance matrix is diagonal, this reduces to
∆Cˆi,i =
√
2
n
Ci,i. (3)
Hence the error on the covariance matrix scales as one over the
square root of the number of degrees of freedom. This scaling has
been tested and verified even for non-linear simulations by Taka-
hashi et al. (2009) and Takahashi et al. (2011). For a number of
mocks much larger than the number of measurement bins, the pre-
cision of the covariance matrix is doubled if four times more mocks
are used. Overall, if the covariance matrix is estimated only from
simulations, the number of mocks required to reach the necessary
covariance matrix precision for next generation surveys will be
much larger than the number currently used.
However, the error on the covariance matrix depends on co-
variance matrix itself. It has also long been established that the
covariance matrix scales as the inverse of the volume in which
the power spectrum is measured (Feldman et al. 1994; Meiksin &
White 1999; Scoccimarro et al. 1999), where in the absence of a
window function
Csm(ki, kj) =
2(2pi)3
VkiV
(
P¯ (ki) +
1
n¯
)2
δD(ki − kj)
+
2
n¯2V
(
P¯ (ki) + P¯ (kj) + P¯ (ki, kj)
)
+
1
n¯V
(
4B¯(ki, kj) + B¯(0, kj) + B¯(ki, 0)
)
+
T¯ (ki, kj)
V
+
(1 + α3)
n¯3V
. (4)
We have denoted this covariance matrix Csm to distinguish it from
the full covariance matrix in the presence of a window function,
the expression for which is given in Appendix A and will be visited
later. V is the volume of the simulation, whilst n¯ is the number den-
sity of tracers, which must be constant by definition in the absence
of a window function. α is the ratio of tracers to synthetic data
points that is used to estimate the clustering of the field. P¯ , B¯ and
T¯ are the bin-averaged power spectrum, bispectrum and trispec-
trum,
T¯ (ki, kj) =
∫
Vki
d3k
Vki
∫
Vkj
d3k′
Vkj
T (k,k′,−k,−k′), (5)
B¯(ki, kj) =
∫
Vki
d3k
Vki
∫
Vkj
d3k′
Vkj
B(k,k′,−k − k′), (6)
P¯ (ki, kj) =
∫
Vki
d3k
Vki
∫
Vkj
d3k′
Vkj
P (|k + k′|), (7)
P¯ (ki) =
∫
Vki
d3k
Vki
P (k), (8)
where the two-, three- and four-point functions for each mode k
and k′ are averaged over k-space volumes Vki and Vkj .
Hence the error on the covariance matrix measured from a set
of mock catalogues is inversely proportional to the volume of a sur-
vey being simulated. Knowledge of this behaviour can be used to
augment the standard method of estimating the covariance matrix
from simulations, and improve the error on the covariance matrix
given a fixed computational time. The known scaling of the co-
variance matrix means we can run simulations of smaller size than
required to fit a survey, measure their covariance and then scale it
by the appropriate volume to the covariance that would have been
measured from a set of simulations large enough to contain the sur-
vey volume. Running smaller volume simulations means that more
simulations can be run in a fixed time, and hence the error on the
estimate of the covariance improves. This also has the additional
benefit that each simulation will be easier to run in terms of mem-
ory consumption and could be made more accurate in terms of the
non-linear physics.
2.1 A demonstration with Gaussian Random Fields
As a simple proof of concept, take Eq. 3 and the case of a set of
NL large simulations, with volume VL. The error on the covariance
matrix measured from those simulations is
∆CˆL ∝
√
2
NL
1
VL
. (9)
Now take a set of twice as many smaller simulations NS =
2NL, each half the volume of the larger simulations, VS = 1/2VL.
Naively one would expect running this set to take the same amount
of computational time as the larger volume set (in reality it would
be even less due to the imperfect scaling of most simulation codes).
The error on the covariance matrix measured from these would be
∆CˆS ∝
√
2
NS
1
VS
∝
√
2∆CˆL. (10)
The error using the small volume mocks is actually larger than us-
ing the larger volume mocks. This is because the four-point na-
ture of the covariance matrix means that volume is more impor-
tant than number of simulations. Doubling the volume adds twice
as many modes available for estimating the covariance compared
to doubling the number of simulations. This is unlike the error on
the power spectrum averaged over many simulations, which is two-
point in nature and so the doubling the volume has the same effect
on this as doubling the number of simulations.
However, what we can do is scale the covariance matrix of the
small simulations by the volume ratio, adding in information from
our knowledge of the analytic behaviour of the covariance matrix,
thus
∆CˆS,scaled ∝
√
2
NS
1
VS
VS
VL
∝ ∆CˆL√
2
. (11)
Hence the error on the covariance matrix is decreased by the square
root of the number of additional simulations that can be run in the
same time period.
To test this scaling we use a set of Gaussian Random Fields
(GRFs) based an initial power spectrum generated using CAMB
(Lewis et al. 2000; Howlett et al. 2012). Each GRF is generated
on a Fourier grid with the real and imaginary parts of each Fourier
mode δk, drawn from a distribution with variance given by the in-
put dimensionless power spectrum ∆2k = |k|3P (k)/2pi2, i.e.,
P(δk) = 1√
2pi∆2k
e
− δ
2
k
2∆2
k . (12)
500 GRFs were generated on a grid of edge-length L =
MNRAS 000, 1–?? (2017)
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Figure 1. The error on the power spectrum from the two sets of Gaus-
sian Random Fields described in the text with different volumes and mea-
surement bin widths. Points denote the measurements whilst the solid lines
show the theoretical predictions. Increasing the bin width and the volume
decreases the covariance as there are more modes in each bin to average
over.
1280h−1 Mpc consisting of 5123 cells, whilst 4000 were gener-
ated on a grid of edge-lengthL = 640h−1 Mpc consisting of 2563
cells. Hence the volume of the larger GRFs is 8 times that of the
smaller set, however there are 8 times fewer. The power spectrum
and covariance matrix from each set was then calculated in bins of
width ∆k = 0.01hMpc−1 and ∆k = 0.04hMpc−1.
In the Gaussian regime with no shot-noise, only the term pro-
portional to the power spectrum squared remains in Eq. 4. For the
two sets of GRFs, the measured variance should match this analytic
prediction exactly. This is shown in Fig. 1. The agreement between
the two is exact within the limits of noise in the measured covari-
ance matrix arising from using a finite number of realisations.
The error on the two covariance matrices from the ∆k =
0.01hMpc−1 simulation set was then calculated using bootstrap
resampling with replacement over the 500 (4000) large (small) vol-
ume GRFs. The error was also calculated where the covariance ma-
trix for each bootstrap sample was scaled by the volume ratio be-
tween the large and small simulations, using the analytic behaviour
of the covariance matrix to reduce the error. The standard deviation
of the three different covariance matrices are shown in Fig. 2. Also
shown in the ratio between the standard deviations of the covari-
ances matrices with that measured from the larger volume GRFs.
We expect that the error on the smaller volume simulations will be a
factor of
√
8 larger than that of the larger volume simulations, even
though there is a factor of 8 more of them as the reduction in vol-
ume outweighs the extra simulations. This is indeed seen in Fig. 2.
However when we include the volume scaling of the covariance
matrix, the error improves by a factor
√
8 in the small simulations
compared to larger simulations, validating Eq. 11.
2.2 Money for nothing?
Perhaps this seems to good to be true. We seem to be gaining infor-
mation at no cost and if so, why can we not make each simulation
infinitesimally small? The answer is that the information we are
gaining comes from our knowledge of the analytic behaviour the
covariance matrix. However, we cannot make each simulation in-
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Figure 2. The error on the variance from the two sets of Gaussian Random
Fields described in the text with different volumes and including the volume
scaling of the small volume simulations. Points show the measurements,
whilst solid lines show the theoretical expectation for a GRF (including
scaling), Eqs 3 and 9-11. Shown in the bottom panel is the ratio of the er-
rors compared to the errors in the large volume simulations, compared with
the expectations from Eq. 9- 11. Generally, decreasing the volume and in-
creasing the number of simulations in concordance increases the covariance
matrix error as volume is more important than number of simulations due to
their effects on the number of modes available for measuring the four-point
nature of the covariance matrix. However, using the volume dependence of
the covariance matrix allows this to be counteracted, and can cause the error
on the smaller simulations to improve compared to the larger simulations as
more simulations can be run in a fixed computational time.
finitesimally small as the volume scaling of the covariance matrix
breaks down as the size of the simulation approaches the scales of
interest in the power spectrum.
In particular, the lack of large scale modes in smaller volume
simulations has an effect on the covariance matrix measured on
both large and scales. On large scales, there must still be enough
modes that the power spectrum and its covariance matrix can be
measured. Additionally, it has been well documented in recent lit-
erature that the presence of coupling between long (on the order
of the simulation size) and small scale modes increases the covari-
ance on small scales (Takada & Hu 2013; Li et al. 2014a). Hence a
simulation of a given volume will not return the ‘true’ small scale
covariance due to the absence of modes larger than the simulation
box.
Finally, for the rescaling method to be viable we must also find
a new way to account for the window function of a survey, which
can no longer be included by simply cutting out the survey mask
from the simulation. In the remainder of this paper we will cover
new methods to include larger-than-box modes and the effects of a
window function before bringing everything together and showing
that we can recover the covariance matrix measured from a set of
realistic, traditional galaxy mocks but using simulations only 1/8th
the size.
3 SUPERSAMPLE COVARIANCE
The non-linear nature of gravitational evolution intimately couples
long and short wavelength density fluctuations. Due to the cosmo-
logical principle, on the very largest scales the density fluctuations
MNRAS 000, 1–?? (2017)
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should tend to zero. However, when observations of the universe
are made, the finite size of the survey means that there may be den-
sity fluctutations larger than the survey that couple with modes in-
side the survey. Though these long wavelength perturbations cannot
be measured directly, their interaction with the sub-survey modes
still leaves additional information within the covariance matrix.
This additional information is commonly known as beat-coupling,
halo sample variance or, as will be adopted here, supersample co-
variance.
The effect of super-survey modes on the power spectrum co-
variance matrix was originally studied by Hamilton et al. (2006)
and Rimes & Hamilton (2006). Hu & Kravtsov (2003) also inves-
tigated the effect of these modes on the number counts of halos.
Since then there have been many investigations into the nature of
supersample covariance as well as its, possibly measurable, infor-
mation content (Sefusatti et al. 2006; Takada & Bridle 2007; Sato
et al. 2009; Takada & Jain 2009; Takahashi et al. 2009; de Putter
et al. 2012; Kayo et al. 2013; Takada & Hu 2013; Li et al. 2014a,b;
Takahashi et al. 2014).
Takada & Hu (2013) give a detailed mathematical description
of supersample covariance and its origin. In their work they find
that supersample covariance arises from the response of the power
spectrum to a rescaling of the background by a long-wavelength
mode, which in turn can be related to a particular trispectrum con-
figuration. In this configuration, the quadrilaterals that make up the
trispectrum consist of two, nearly equal and opposite, long wave-
length modes, q12. The two orthogonal modes k and k
′, are small,
and so the trispectrum acts as the modulation of two short wave-
length power spectra P (k) and P (k′) by some background mode
δb. This is related to the peak-background split framework (Kaiser
1984; Cole & Kaiser 1989), in which large-scale galaxy bias can
be understood by considering that a long wavelength density per-
turbation modulates the amplitude of small scale pairs and changes
the relative abundances of local peaks above the collapse threshold.
Mathematically, the clustering quantity of interest is
T (k,−k + q12,k′,−k′ − q12)
≈ T (k,−k,k′,−k′) + ∂P (k)
∂δb
∂P (k′)
∂δb
PL(q12). (13)
As the mode q12 has a long wavelength, the power spectrum of this
mode is the linear power spectrum, PL(q12).
Using the above expression for the trispectrum in the covari-
ance matrix results in a modified expression for the small-scale
covariance that would be measured within the same volume, but
which includes the effects of modes larger than the survey
Cssc(ki, kj) = C
sm(ki, kj) + σ
2
b
∂P (ki)
∂δb
∂P (kj)
∂δb
, (14)
where
σ2b =
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
|W (k)|2PL(k) (15)
is the variance of the background mode δb within some window
W (k).
The above equation assumes that the density fluctuations are
defined with respect to the global mean density, ρ¯m. In the context
of large scale structure analyses, we instead usually estimate the
overdensity with respect to the mean density within the local sur-
vey volume, ρ¯locm . Compared to the global mean density, the mean
density within the survey volume is modulated by the same back-
ground mode that gives rise to the supersample covariance, such
that
ρ¯locm = (1 + δb)ρ¯m (16)
and our estimate of the Fourier space overdensity referenced to the
local mean δloc(k), is related to the true overdensity via (de Putter
et al. 2012)
δloc(k) = δ(k)/(1 + δb). (17)
Strictly speaking, the mean density within the survey enters into
both the numerator and denominator when we compute the over-
density which introduces an additional term −δb/(1 + δb) into the
real-space overdensity measured within the survey volume. How-
ever, this constant term disappears for k 6= 0 when we take the
Fourier transform of the overdensity field. From the overdensity
referenced to local means the measured power spectrum becomes
P loc(k) = P (k)/(1 + δb)
2 (18)
and it is the variation of P loc(k) with δb that we are interested in
for the supersample covariance term in the measured covariance
matrix. Thus the revised covariance referenced to local means is
Cssc,loc(ki, kj) = C
sm(ki, kj)
+ σ2b
(
∂P (ki)
∂δb
− 2P (ki)
)(
∂P (kj)
∂δb
− 2P (kj)
)
. (19)
and σb is the same as that given in Eq. 15.
The formalism of Takada & Hu (2013) provides a useful way
of characterising the effect of supersample covariance on cosmo-
logical measurements and of disentangling and utilising the sig-
nal from modes outside the survey in obtaining cosmological con-
straints (Li et al. 2014b). Of direct interest to this study however is
the work of Li et al. (2014a) who detail the effect of supersample
covariance on simulations.
Unlike in surveys, where modes outside the volume encode
information inside the volume, periodic simulations have no exter-
nal modes. These are implicitly set to zero along with the average
overdensity. Hence the covariance measured from an ensemble of
simulations will be lower than that measured from an ensemble
of real surveys of the same volume. Similarly the covariance of a
set of small volume simulations will be lower than that of a sub-
volumes drawn from a larger set of simulations (even after scaling
by the volume) due to the absence of modes larger than the small
volume. Some of these are present in the large volume simulation.
However, on top of this the large volume simulation will itself be
missing modes that would be present in an even larger simulation,
though the effect of super-survey modes will diminish as larger and
larger volumes are simulated.
Hence an estimate of the true covariance for some measured
survey requires the inclusion of modes larger than the simulation
volume. This is identified in Li et al. (2014a) who find that a set of
small volume simulations can significantly underestimate the co-
variance even on moderately large (k ≈ 0.1) scales. They also in-
vestigate analytic methods of including modes larger than the sim-
ulation volume. If the scaling method presented within this paper
is to work effectively, a method for introducing ‘larger than box’
modes into the small volume simulations will also have to be in-
cluded.
3.1 Computing supersample covariance using the Separate
Universe approach
In this work we present two methods for including supersample
covariance in simulations that still allows us to ‘volume-scale’ the
MNRAS 000, 1–?? (2017)
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small volume covariance matrix. Both of these methods are based
on the separate universe approach of Sirko (2005) (also presented
by Baldauf et al. 2016), but differ in how the additional covariance
is computed and applied to the small volume covariance matrix.
In the separate universe approach, the background mode is
treated as a density contrast which is then absorbed into the mean
density of the simulation as in Eq. 16, where ρ¯locm is now the ef-
fective mean density of the simulation and ρ¯m is the mean density
given the fiducial cosmological parameters.
Sirko (2005) shows that this change in the mean density for
each simulation can be modelled by modifying the input cosmology
used to run each simulation via the parameterisation
abox = a
(
1− D(a)δb,0
3D(1)
)
,
H0,box = H0(1 + φ)
−1,
Ωm,0,box = Ωm,0(1 + φ)
2,
ΩΛ,0,box = ΩΛ,0(1 + φ)
2,
Ωk,0,box = 1− (1 + φ)2(Ωm,0 + ΩΛ,0),
(20)
where
φ =
5Ωm,0
6
δb,0
D(1)
, (21)
δb,0 is the background mode at redshift 0, D is the linear growth
factor, a, H0, Ωm,0, ΩΛ,0, Ωk,0 define the output scale factor and
cosmology of the ensemble, and abox,H0,box, Ωm,0,box, ΩΛ,0,box,
Ωk,0,box are the parameters given to each realisation.
Because the scale factors, abox are different for each simula-
tion, the physical scale of each simulation is different. In order to
simplify the covariance calculation and match modes within bins,
it is advantageous for the physical scale of each simulation to coin-
cide at their respective output times. To do this we can modify the
size of each simulation to be
Lbox = L
a
abox
H0,box
H0
(22)
where L is the size of the unmodified simulation. To emphasise,
modifying the box size in this way does not account for the effects
of larger-than-box modes; this requires us to modify the effective
density in the simulation, which is done by changing a, Ωm and
the other cosmological parameters. Rather, changing the box size
just allows us to easily compare modes between boxes output at
different scale factors.
Given the separate universe prescription, we present our two
methods for including supersample covariance in volume-scaled
simulations below. Our goal is to recover the covariance matrix
Csurv , that would be measured in a survey with volume V surv
and includes the effects of modes outside the survey volume. The
formalism of Takada & Hu (2013) demonstrates how this could
be done, but is only valid if the volume of the cubic simulations,
V sm used to calculate Csm is equal to the survey volume, in which
case Csurv = Cssc in Eqs. 14 and similarly for Eq 19. We instead
aim to do this with cubic simulations with a volume that may not
be equal to V surv (and, to reduce computational requirements, is
ideally much smaller). The most obvious way to do this is by first
scaling the simulation covariance matrix to the effective survey vol-
ume, then adding on the supersample covariance separately. We
call this the ‘addition’ method. The second method, which we find
preferable in terms of both accuracy and computational cost, adds
the supersample covariance (for the survey volume) directly into
the simulations before scaling. We call this the ‘ensemble’ method.
An important point to remember is that, regardless of the simula-
tion size Vsm, we need to recover the covariance corresponding to
the survey. Hence, if we scale a covariance matrix with no super-
sample covariance correction by the ratio of the survey and simula-
tion volumes as per Eq. 4, we will need to include the supersample
covariance corresponding to the survey. This follows because we
are directly constructing the covariance matrix for the survey vol-
ume. If instead, we were using realisations of the survey drawn
from larger simulations, the supersample covariance would depend
on the simulation rather than survey volume. In effect, in this case
the set of survey realisations would already have a small scatter in
background density, and we would have to take care defining and
using local, global and simulation mean densities.
3.1.1 Addition Method
Our first method, the ‘addition’ method, relies on using a small
number of separate universe simulations to evaluate the supersam-
ple covariance term (the second term in Eq. 14) which is then added
to the scaled, small volume covariance matrix. In this case, combin-
ing Eqs. 4 and 14, we can write
Csurv(ki, kj) =
V sm
V surv
Csm(ki, kj) + σ
2
b
∂P (ki)
∂δb
∂P (kj)
∂δb
,
(23)
where σ2b is now calculated from Eq. 15 with the linear power spec-
trum for the fiducial cosmology and the window function corre-
sponding to V surv . We can write a similar expression forCsurv,loc.
In this work, we compute the small volume covariance matrix Csm
using cubic simulations with fixed input parameters and overden-
sities referenced to the local mean within each small simulation.
We then scale this covariance matrix to obtain the covariance ma-
trix without the supersample covariance correction, corresponding
to the survey volume. For the supersample covariance term, we
calculate the response of the power spectrum to the background
modes outside the survey using separate universe simulations and
the ‘growth-dilation’ method of Li et al. 2014a (their Eq. 47),
where we generate pairs of realisations with the cosmology of each
pair modified by δb = ±0.01. The measured power spectra from
each pair is then finite-differenced to obtain the power spectrum
response. In principal only a single pair of simulations generated
from the same initial conditions but with different δb is necessary
to compute this, however the realization of small scale power in
the separate universe simulations introduces stochasticity in the re-
sponse calibration, which can be reduced by averaging over multi-
ple realizations. The size of the separate universe simulations used
to calculate the supersample covariance term is largely unimpor-
tant, as we only need them to calibrate the response of the power
spectrum to a background mode, and we know the scaling of the
supersample covariance correction. For convenience, we use sep-
arate universe simulations with volume V sm. For any application
of the ‘addition method we will always require more simulations
than our second method due to the fact that we need both an esti-
mate of the small volume covariance and multiple separate universe
realisations.
3.1.2 Ensemble Method
To remove the need to evaluate the supersample covariance term
separately (and hence require no extra simulations), we develop a
second method which incorporates the separate universe approach
directly into the the ensemble of small volume simulations in a way
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that recovers the supersample covariance corresponding to the sur-
vey volume. We begin with the ansatz that as the background mode
present in any survey is a large scale mode, it is expected to be
drawn from a Gaussian distribution with variance (σb)2.
Based on this, we can include supersample covariance in a set
of simulations by doing the following:
(i) Calculate σb based on the input linear power spectrum at red-
shift zero and the survey window function.
(ii) For each simulation draw a background mode δb,0 from
a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and variance given by
V survσ2b/V
sm.
(iii) Evaluate the new cosmology, output redshift and boxsize
for each simulation, based on the values of δb,0.
(iv) Run the simulations as normal, but compute the particle po-
sitions and power spectra in box coordinates, i.e., with the box
length Lbox scaled out of the particle positions.
(v) Finally, with the power spectra in box coordinates, calculate
the covariance matrix as normal. When comparing length scales
between the ‘ensemble’ method and the survey (sub-volume) co-
variance matrix in the following section, we simply multiply by L
to convert from box coordinates. We denote the covariance matrix
measured using this method Csm,locδb .
Following this procedure means that the covariance matrix
evaluated from the modified small volume simulations can be writ-
ten
Csm,locδb (ki, kj) = C
sm(ki, kj) +
V surv
V sm
σ2b(
∂P (ki)
∂δb
− 2P (ki)
)(
∂P (kj)
∂δb
− 2P (kj)
)
=
V surv
V sm
Csurv,loc(ki, kj) (24)
and our end-goal of Csurv,loc can be recovered simply by multiply-
ing the covariance by the ratio of survey and simulation volumes.
An important point is that the variance of the Gaussian
distribution we draw our background modes from is given by
V survσ2b/V
sm such that we recover the correct contribution to the
covariance matrix from supersample modes after scaling. We also
modify the box size of each simulation and then run our simulations
and compute the power spectra in box coordinates, so that when we
compute the covariance matrix, we are comparing the same physi-
cal scales. Again, it is the change in cosmology that introduces the
supersample covariance. Changing the box size and working in box
coordinates just allows us to compute the covariance matrix in the
same fashion as the unmodified small volume simulations.
Finally, if we use the standard approach for computing the
power spectrum from simulations and evaluate the mean using the
(constant) number of particles in the small volume, we end up with
a scaled version of the sub-volume covariance matrix referenced
to local means. In general, for large scale structure analyses, this
is the covariance matrix we are interested in. However, to recover
the covariance matrix referenced to global means we can simply
multiply the power spectrum of each small volume realisation by
(1 + δb)
2, using the value of δb corresponding to that realisation,
before computing the covariance matrix (see Eq. 18).
3.2 Tests on L-PICOLA Simulations
The two methods given in the previous section should work for
any simulation code, although care must be taken to ensure that
all parameters that depend on the background mode are modified
correctly. In order to demonstrate their effectiveness we use a set
of fast, non-linear dark matter simulations generated using the ap-
proximate N-Body code L-PICOLA (Howlett et al. 2015a). It was
shown in Howlett et al. (2015a) that this code is able to reproduce
the clustering of dark matter extremely well on non-linear scales
compared to a full N-Body simulation, but at significantly reduced
computational cost, which allows for large ensembles to be run eas-
ily. In any case as this test is comparative in nature, (we are com-
paring sets of simulations run using the same code), the choice of
simulation code is unimportant.
However, when using L-PICOLA for studying the effect of
super-survey modes the value of σ8 that is passed to L-PICOLA
must also be modified. In the separate universe approach, one
would expect that the simulations should be coincident at high red-
shift. To then ensure that this is true, it is necessary to scale the
value of σ8 that is given to each L-PICOLA run. The reason for
this is not physical; the change in the growth of structure in each
simulation has already been captured by the modifications to the
input cosmology and output redshift. Rather this is due to the fact
that L-PICOLA requires an input power spectrum at redshift zero
and an associated value of σ8 at redshift zero to generate the initial
conditions. The code then re-normalises the input power spectrum
by the input value of σ8 internally and the power spectrum at the
redshift of the initial conditions is then calculated by scaling the re-
normalised redshift zero power spectrum back by the growth factor
within the code.
As the cosmology of each simulation is slightly different, so
to is the growth factor. Hence for a fixed input power spectrum and
value of σ8, but different cosmologies, the L-PICOLA simulations
will not coincide at high redshift. To ensure that they do we can
modify σ8 by the ratio of the normalised growth factors in the fidu-
cial and ‘box’ cosmologies, i.e.,
σ8,box = σ8
D2(zsync, Ωm, ΩΛ)
D2(0, Ωm, ΩΛ)
D2(0, Ωm,box, ΩΛ,box)
D2(zsync, Ωm,box, ΩΛ,box)
(25)
Hence, for every L-PICOLA simulation, the input power spectrum
is kept fixed, but the code renormalises by σ8,box internally. Given
the different cosmologies and growth factors, this then means that
the power spectrum as calculated by the code at zsync matches.
The remainder of this section will be dedicated to showing
that both the ‘addition’ and ‘ensemble’ methods recover the super-
sample covariance for a suite of L-PICOLA simulations. For this
purpose we generate the following suite of simulations. The mass
and force resolution for each set is identical.
• Sub-volume/survey: 500 L = 2048h−1 Mpc, N = 10243
simulations, where each is split into 8 sub-volumes such that we can
use them to calculate the covariance matrix of L = 1024hMpc−1
simulations including the effects of supersample covariance, our
proxy for Csurv . This is the covariance matrix that our two scaled
methods will be compared to and we compute covariance matrices
referenced to both global and local means.
• Small volume: 4000 L = 256h−1 Mpc, N = 1283 simu-
lations. The cosmological parameters for these simulations are all
identical. The covariance matrix from these, Csm, will be volume
scaled by V sm/V surv = 1/64 to show the covariance matrix for
L = 1024hMpc−1 simulations without supersample covariance.
• Small volume with δb: 4000 L = 256h−1 Mpc, N = 1283
simulations where the cosmology and box size for each simulation
has been perturbed by a unique background mode δb,0. In our sec-
ond method, the covariance matrix from these, Csm,locδb will also
be volume scaled by V sm/V surv , but by construction already in-
cludes supersample covariance.
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• Separate universes: 2×64 L = 256h−1 Mpc,N = 1283 re-
alisations where each set of 64 has been generated with an identical
cosmology corresponding to δb,0 = ±0.01 and a fixed box size of
Lbox = 256h
−1 Mpc. These are used to calculate the supersample
covariance term separately, or more precisely, the growth term of
the power spectrum response. The dilation term is computed using
the average power spectrum of the 4000 small volume simulations.
Only dark matter simulations are used to test this correction as
the non-linear nature of the supersample covariance means that it is
largely hidden by shot-noise in a galaxy mock catalogue. All sim-
ulations are generated using a linear power spectrum from CAMB
and a flat fiducial cosmology with Ωm = 0.31, ns = 0.96 and
σ8 = 0.83. They are evolved using the modified COLA timestep-
ping method with 11 timesteps from an initial redshift of zi = 9.0
up to zbox = 1.0/abox−1.0. Strictly speaking, we could also mod-
ify the initial redshift at which timestepping begins, such that the
different realisations spend an equivalent amount of physical time
timestepping, however we find negligible difference in the results
using zi or zi,box as the point at which timestepping begins.
The power spectrum for each simulation is calculated using
a number of cells equal to the unmodified length, i.e., a constant
cellsize of 1h−1 Mpc in the fiducial cosmology, and the num-
ber of cells remains the same between the small volume simu-
lations with and without the background modes, δb, even though
the former is computed in box coordinates. The power spectra
and covariance matrices are calculated using 25 bins in the range
0.0 < k < 1.5hMpc−1. The errors on the covariance matrix are
calculated using bootstrap resampling.
Figure 3 shows the result of the supersample covariance
corrections. We plot the elements and ratios for all four co-
variance matrices computed from the various simulation sizes
and slices through the correlation matrix, Cred(ki, kj) =
C(ki, kj)/
√
C(ki, ki)C(kj , kj). As expected we find that the pres-
ence of supersample modes in the sub-volumes gives a significant
increase in the covariance matrix compared to the small volume
simulations even after scaling by the volume ratio. This effect is ex-
acerbated when the power spectra are referenced to global means.
On large scales, we find that both the ‘addition’ and ‘ensemble’
methods are consistent, and succeed in recovering the supersample
covariance. On the largest scales the covariance matrix is overes-
timated in the small volume simulations due to the lack of modes
(the simulations we have used here are significantly smaller than
any real large scale structure analysis is likely to use), but generally
the ratio between the sub-volume and corrected small volume co-
variance matrices is accurate to within 5% for k < 1hMpc−1. It
should be noted that different bins in the covariance matrix will be
very highly correlated, so the error bars plotted will not be repre-
sentative and any residual difference between the sub-volume and
corrected small scale covariance matrices may be consistent with
noise. We also find that both methods reproduce the correlation ma-
trix in the presence of supersample modes extremely well.
However, on scales k > 1hMpc−1 we find some difference
between the diagonal elements of the ‘addition’ and ‘ensemble’ co-
variance matrices. The ensemble method still agrees within 5%,
however the ‘addition’ method overestimates the covariance ma-
trix. The cause of this is the use of L-PICOLA simulations to calcu-
late the response of the power spectrum to a background mode.
Comparing a single set of separate universe simulations (with
δb = 0, ±0.01) drawn from identical initial conditions but run
with L-PICOLA and GADGET-2 (Springel 2005), we find that the
use of approximate methods to evaluate this underestimates both
the growth and dilation terms, but in such a way that the total re-
sponse of the power spectrum is overestimated. This in turn causes
the supersample covariance to be overestimated. This is shown in
Fig. 4. Hence, we conclude that even for power spectra and co-
variance matrices estimated using approximate dark matter simula-
tions, the response of the power spectrum to a background mode on
non-linear scales must be evaluated using accurate N-Body simula-
tions. In terms of computational requirements, this means that the
‘ensemble’ method is preferable as the total number of simulations
required is smaller, and approximate simulations can be used for
the whole procedure.
4 SURVEY WINDOW FUNCTION
In Section 2, we have shown how reducing the volume of simula-
tions used to measure covariances can improve the errors recovered
for a fixed computation time. This relies on knowing the expected
scaling of the covariance with volume as in Eq. (4), and will not
work if this scaling is complicated by modes outside the simulation
volume or a survey window function. We have described a method
to correct for the lack of “supersample” modes in Section 3, here
we describe an analytic method to compute the effects of a window
function on the covariance matrix.
4.1 Effects of the window function on the covariance matrix
We first look at an example of how the window function changes
the covariance matrix. If one has simulations that cover the full
survey volume, a brute-force calculation of the covariance matrix
including the window function is a simple process; each mock cat-
alogue is masked and subsampled to reproduce the angular and
radial distribution of the observed galaxy field. Fig. 5 shows the
results of this process on the power spectrum and covariance ma-
trix using a set of 500 mock galaxy catalogues originally created
for analysis of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey Main Galaxy Sample
(Ross et al. 2015). The construction of these mock catalogues is
presented in Howlett et al. (2015b).
From Fig. 5, we can first identify the familiar way in which
the window function reduces the measured power spectrum on
large scales, both due to the “integral constraint”, where modes
larger than the survey are not captured, and due to the correlation
of large and small scale modes. On top of this, there are several
ways in which the window function affects the covariance matrix.
Firstly, the amplitude of the covariance is modified by the change in
volume between the large cubic simulations and the masked mock
catalogues. As the survey volume is smaller than the volume of the
simulations this is seen as an increase in the overall amplitude of
the covariance matrix.
However, the effect of the window function if more than just
a simple volume scaling, otherwise the large scale measurements
from the masked mocks would match the Gaussian prediction for
the MGS survey effective volume. The window function correlates
different modes in the power spectrum, which is the same as re-
ducing the diagonal elements of the covariance matrix below the
Gaussian prediction and increasing the off-diagonal elements. This
is seen in the slices of the correlation matrix in Fig. 5, where the
peak at ki = kj is significantly broadened in the masked mocks.
The non-zero values in the correlation matrix for ki far from kj
are seen in both the cubic and masked simulations and arise not
due to the window function but due to contributions from higher
order clustering and shot-noise terms in the covariance matrix (See
Appendix A). The change in the amplitude of these terms between
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Figure 3. A comparison of the covariance and correlation matrices for L = 1024h−1 Mpc sub-volumes (solid line) against scaled L = 256h−1 Mpc
small volume simulations (points) with and without correction for supersample covariance. Black circles, open red circles and blue squares show the scaled
small volume covariance matrix without correction, and corrected using the ‘addition’ and ‘ensemble’ methods respectively. Upper panels show the diagonal
elements of the covariance matrix normalised by the Gaussian covariance (first term of Eq. 4) and the ratio of the scaled small volume covariance against the
sub-volume covariance. Lower panels show the ratio between slices of the sub-volume and scaled small volume correlation matrices. We show covariance
matrices referenced to local means in the left panels and referenced to global means in the right panels.
the cubic and masked mocks arises due to the relative decrease in
diagonal covariance for the masked mocks.
Although time consuming, the convolved power spectrum
covariance matrix can be derived and written down analytically
(Smith & Marian 2016). The full expression and some key steps
towards it’s derivation are given in Appendix A. Although this an-
alytic expression exists, actually calculating the convolution be-
tween the window function and the two-, three- and four-point clus-
tering terms requires integrating over 3 k-vectors (9 integrations in
total). Additionally, as the power spectrum and covariance matrix
is typically measured in bins, these integrals must be performed
for each k-vector in each bin of interest. Even if the power spec-
trum, bispectrum and trispectrum could be modelled perfectly, this
complexity makes a full theoretical calculation of the convolved
covariance matrix practically impossible. Nonetheless, as we will
show in the next section, the effects of the window function can still
be well modelled analytically for most current and future surveys
under some assumptions.
4.2 Analytic window function convolution
To develop our analytic approach, we begin with the assumption
that the convolution of the covariance matrix with the window func-
tion only occurs on large scales where the covariance matrix is ap-
proximately Gaussian, and on smaller scales, where higher order
clustering terms become important, the convolution is negligible.
Whether or not this assumption is valid will depend on the exact
window function of the survey, and it may not hold for very small
volume surveys, or narrow pencil-beam surveys. For such surveys,
the window function may not tend to zero as rapidly as we go to
small scales, and we would be required to consider the convolution
with the higher order clustering terms shown Eq. A4. However, we
will show that it works well for the MGS galaxy sample, which has
a small cosmological volume even compared to other surveys of its
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Figure 4. The response of the power spectrum (referenced to local means)
to a background mode δb, separated into growth and dilation terms, cal-
culated using L-PICOLA and GADGET-2 simulations started from the same
initial conditions. On small scales the L-PICOLA simulations underestimate
the growth term, but underestimate the dilation term even more which leads
to an overestimate of the supersample covariance.
generation. As such, we expect this method to work very well for
larger next generation surveys.
Our first assumption is equivalent to only calculating the first
term in Eq. A4. If we now assume that the power spectrum is a
constant valueP over the coherence length of the window, Feldman
et al. (1994) showed (FKP; their equation 2.4.6) that this can be
written as
CcstP (P (k)) =
2
NiNj
∑
i,j
|PG2,2(ki − kj) +G1,2(ki − kj)|2 ,
(26)
for shells i and j with Ni and Nj modes ki and kj in each. The
modes ki are constrained to lie in the shell such that k < |ki| <
k + δk and similarly for kj and we have simply renamed the first
term in Eq. A4 under these conditions CcstP (P (k)) to empha-
sise that the power spectrum is assumed constant. A more rigorous
derivation of this, given the full equation in Eq. A4, can be found
in Smith & Marian (2016). We have definedG`,m(k) as in Eq. A5.
Qualitatively, the first G-term in Eq. 26 is the normalised Fourier
transform of the weighted density field, whilst the second is the
shot noise component. For i = j, Eq. 26 is valid where the power
is constant across the bin, rather than across the coherence length.
In order to extend Eq. 26 to include cross-correlations between
bins i 6= j, with different power spectrum amplitudes (but constant
within each bin), we develop a method to account for the relative
impact on the covariance from power leaking from bin i into j and
separately from bin j into bin i. This is based on the idea that the
window function introduces additional covariance between bins,
but does not change the amount of information on a mode-by-mode
basis. Our ansatz is that the Gaussian part of the covariance matrix
under the influence of the window function, which we denote CW
can then be written as
CW (ki, kj) =
CcstP (P (ki))Ni + CcstP (P (kj))Nj
Ni +Nj
. (27)
Here we have considered that the window “spreads” power P (ki)
from the Ni modes in bin i into bin j, and the power P (kj) from
the Nj modes in bin j into bin i, giving rise to covariances caused
by both.
We implement our approach using a synthetic random cata-
logue as in the standard FKP method of estimating the power spec-
trum, replacing the integrals over volume required to calculate the
G-terms in Eq. 26 with sums over points randomly placed within
the survey mask. The convolved power spectrum within each bin
is used as the constant value of P , however this is easily computed
too by convolving the power spectrum measured in the small vol-
ume mocks with the window function analytically (Percival et al.
2001; Ross et al. 2013). The following steps are required to calcu-
late CcstP for a given bin i,
(i) Assign the correct function of number density, weights and
convolved power spectra for each random point to a grid in real-
space in order to calculate the G-terms.
(ii) Fourier transform this grid and calculate the normalised
squared modulus value for each k as required in Eq. 26.
(iii) Now set up the power spectrum squared for the current bin
on the grid. Because the power spectrum is assumed constant, we
can defer including the amplitude of the convolved power till we
evaluate Eq. 27. The power on the grid is then simply one if the
k-vector corresponding to each gridcell is in the current bin, and
zero otherwise.
(iv) The power spectrum and G-terms on the grid must now be
convolved. This is done by inverse Fourier transforming the two
grids and multiplying them together.
(v) Finally perform the sum over all gridcells belonging to the
bin, simultaneously counting how many modes are in that bin.
Once we have computed Eq. 26 and the number of modes in
each bin, it is a simple exercise the evaluate the analytic, convolved
covariance matrix. We will show the effectiveness of our method in
the following sections.
4.3 Tests on GRF’s
We begin by testing our method for including the window function
analytically on the same Gaussian random fields used in Section 2.
We take the 500 GRF’s of size L = 1280h−1 Mpc and calculate
the covariance matrix under a set of simple window functions. For
our tests we use a spherical tophat of radius 300h−1 Mpc, a cube
of edge length 200h−1 Mpc taken from the middle of the sim-
ulation, and an exponential weighting function with scale length
100h−1 Mpc. For these three cases we calculate the covariance
matrix using the brute force method and using a random catalogue
and the method in Section 4.2. All of the convolutions for our an-
alytic calculation are performed on a grid of the same size as was
used to generate the GRFs and no weighting is applied to the den-
sity field other than that of the window function. The measurements
and theory are shown in Fig. 6.
As the Gaussian random fields have no bispectrum or trispec-
trum components, and no shot-noise, we expect our analytic co-
variance matrix to agree very well with the measurements. Our
method should only break down where the window function is
small enough or complex enough that the power spectrum is no
longer constant across its coherence length. For the three differ-
ent window function we test, we find excellent agreement between
the measured covariance matrix and our theory. The change in am-
plitude of the covariance matrix due to the inclusion of a window
function is well recovered, which can be seen comparing the di-
agonal elements of the covariance matrices, as is the introduction
of off-diagonal covariance due to the convolution with the window
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Figure 5. A comparison of the measured covariance matrices for the MGS mocks with and without cutting out the survey window function. Upper left shows
the average power spectra of the masked and unmasked simulations. Upper right shows the corresponding covariance matrices measured from the simulations
(points) alongside the Gaussian predictions (lines) calculated using the average power spectra and the effective volume of the survey or simulation (Tegmark
1997). The lower two panels show slices through the correlation matrix. The horizontal dashed line is to guide the eye and shows the prediction for a Gaussian
field (a δ-function at ki = kj ).
function. The largest discrepancy between the two is seen in the
diagonal elements for the cubic window, however this window is
quite an extreme case and results in a strong suppression of large
scale power due to the small volume of the ‘survey’.
4.4 Tests on a realistic survey
In order to test the application of our method to an actual galaxy
sample, including the effects of shot-noise, higher order clustering
and weights, we next match to the MGS sample introduced in Sec-
tion 4. Our analytic calculation requires only a random catalogue
and an estimate of convolved power spectrum. Because this same
random catalogue is used to estimate the power spectrum from the
data it is trivial to include the effects of weighting (both system-
atic and optimal FKP weights) as long as these have been given
to each of the random points. For all of our measurements and
calculations we assume a FKP weighting with fixed power spec-
trum P¯ = 10000h−3Mpc3, and work on a 5123 grid of side
1280h−1Mpc.
For our input power spectrum, and for later use, we generate
a suite of 4000 L-PICOLA simulations each 1/8th the size of the
original MGS mocks, but with the same mass resolution. We iden-
tify halos in each of our dark matter fields and populate them with
galaxies using the same procedure and HOD model as was used for
the original MGS mock catalogue sample in Howlett et al. (2015b).
The average clustering of these simulations matches the original
mock catalogues exactly, except on large scales where there is in-
sufficient volume to measure the power spectrum accurately in the
small volume simulations. Because of the procedure we have used
to simulate these galaxy mocks, we expect both the large and small
volume sets to reproduce the clustering in the data equally well.
Using small volume simulations for the clustering also means our
method automatically incorporates the effects of shot noise and
galaxy bias in a more accurate way than if we had attempted to
model this theoretically. Finally, the time taken to produce the 4000
small volume mock catalogues is actually less than that required to
produce the set of 500 larger mocks because of the imperfect scal-
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Figure 6. A comparison of the measured and analytic covariance matrices for 500 Gaussian Random Fields. Left shows the diagonal elements of the covariance
matrix, with the lower panel showing the ratio between the measurements and theory, offset by 0.2 (0.4) for clarity. Right shows the off-diagonal elements
of the correlation matrix. Points correspond to measurements, whilst lines are the analytic calculation. Different symbols/colors show the different window
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are for an exponential weighting with scale length r = 100h−1 Mpc; and green diamonds/lines are for a cube of edge length L = 200h−1 Mpc. The
horizontal lines in the lower left panel are to guide the eye; we expect the ratio between the measurements and theory to be 1 (modulo the offset we have
included).
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Figure 7. A comparison of the measured and analytic covariance matrices for the 500 masked MGS mock galaxy catalogues, plotted in the same way as Fig. 6.
Open points show the measurements from the masked mocks catalogues whilst the solid line is the analytic prediction. The red diamonds and blue squares
show the covariance matrices of the 500 large and 4000 small volume cubic MGS simulations, with the latter divided by a factor of 8 (the ratio of the volumes)
to show the consistency between these two sets. We see that the analytic prediction matches the diagonal elements of the measured covariance well on large
scales, but diverges on non-linear scales and for the off-diagonal components due to the absence of higher order clustering and shot-noise terms.
ing of the codes used for our simulations. We would expect nearly
all codes used for such simulations to behave similarly.
Using the 4000 small volume mocks and the random cata-
logue, we calculate the analytic covariance matrix and compare it
to the brute force covariance matrix measured from the 500 large
volume mock catalogues in Fig. 7. On large scales the analytic per-
scription recovers the effects of the window function on the diago-
nal covariance matrix extremely well, matching both the change in
the overall amplitude of the covariance due to the change in effec-
tive volume, and the relative re-weighting of large scale diagonal
and off-diagonal covariance due to convolution with the window
function. However, as our method only solves the Gaussian part
of the covariance matrix, it under-predicts the diagonal covariance
on small scales and the off-diagonal covariance for ki significantly
different from kj . The origin of this additional covariance is not the
window function, but rather higher order clustering and shot-noise,
in particular the trispectrum term. In the following section we will
demonstrate how to include these final components using the small
volume mocks.
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5 COMBINING SMALL VOLUME MOCKS AND OUR
ANALYTIC METHODS
Thus far we have advocated that the computational burden of gen-
erating sizeable numbers of mock galaxy catalogues for covariance
matrix estimation can be reduced by ‘scaling’ the covariance matrix
measured from a set of small volume simulations that do not neces-
sarily fit the full survey volume. Alternatively this allows one to im-
prove the accuracy of the covariance matrix estimation for a fixed
computational time. We have also presented methods to analyti-
cally correct for the effects of modes outside the simulation and the
survey window. In this section, we bring everything together and
show how these methods can be combined with the small-volume
covariance matrix to fully recover that measured from a set of full-
size simulations. In doing so we will correct the final discrepancies
between the analytic method and the brute force estimation high-
lighted in Fig. 7 and the previous section.
When calculating the analytic window function we assumed
that only the Gaussian part of the covariance matrix is convolved
by the survey window. Considering this, we can approximate the
binned covariance matrix measured from a set of masked mocks as
the non-Gaussian parts of the covariance matrix measured from the
small-volume mocks, multiplied by a factor based on the ratio of
the effective volumes between the survey and the simulation, plus
the convolved Gaussian part of the covariance matrix, which we
have shown can be calculated analytically. A mathematical deriva-
tion of this is presented in Appendix B.
In deriving our method we introduce an additional approxi-
mation on top of the assumption that only the Gaussian part of the
covariance matrix is convolved with the window function, namely
that each ‘group’ of higher order terms (trispectrum, bispectrum,
power spectrum and constant) in the covariance matrix scales with
the same effective-volume-based factor. This is only true for a sur-
vey with constant number density, otherwise the different terms
have different shot-noise dependencies and hence slightly different
scaling factors. An alternative description is given in Appendix B,
where we associate our approximation with an additional residual
component of the covariance matrix that depends on the bispectrum
and power spectrum.
In practice, we find that applying this approximation and ig-
noring the residual covariance, gives very reasonable results for the
diagonal and off-diagonal covariance, as the dependence of the bis-
pectrum and power spectrum terms on the shot-noise means they
only become important on highly non-linear scales. If necessary,
given a model/measurement for the bispectrum and power spec-
trum, these additional terms could be included more accurately
quite easily, as shown in Appendix B.
In Fig. 8, we show the final result of the procedure to convert
the small volume cubic covariance matrix into that measured from
a set of masked and subsampled mocks catalogues, the key out-
come of this work. Again, the necessary G-terms are computed us-
ing a summation over the random catalogue. We plot the measured,
masked covariance for the MGS mocks, but this time against our
full method combining both the analytic window function convolu-
tion and the cubic covariance matrix. We find excellent agreement
between the diagonal and off-diagonal components of the true co-
variance matrix and the matrix estimated with our new method on
all scales of interest to large scale structure surveys. By including
the higher order clustering and shot-noise terms from the small-
volume cubic simulations, we have corrected the discrepancies seen
in Fig. 7.
5.1 Extending to redshift space
Throughout this work we have dealt only with the covariance ma-
trix of the real-space spherically averaged power spectrum. Red-
shift Space Distortions give rise to additional correlations between
the anisotropic window function and power spectrum that are not
accounted for completely by the above method. In the case of no
window function, the bin-averaged covariance matrix can still be
computed and the scaling we advocate is still applicable, but when
we are bin-averaging in the presence of the window function our
analytic window function calculation based on FKP no longer fully
describes how the power leaks from one bin to another.
Eqs. 26 and 27 require the power spectrum to be constant
within the bin being considered. In general, this is not the case for
binned Legendre moments of the redshift-space, line-of-sight de-
pendent, power spectrum. Redshift space distortions, together with
changes in the line-of-sight across a survey, mean that the clustering
depends on spatial position across a survey and the simple window
function convolution derived in equation 2.1.6 of FKP breaks down.
Wilson et al. (2017) show that the measured line-of-sight dependent
power spectrum moments (Bianchi et al. 2015; Scoccimarro 2015)
can be described by a sum of convolutions of the plane-parallel
moments with different windows. Extending their derivation to de-
termine the covariance as well as the convolved power would theo-
retically be possible, but it would lead to a complicated expression
with a large number of terms for the covariance even for a single
mode.
Regardless of this shortcoming, we find that the coupling be-
tween the window and the LOS-dependent power is small for the
MGS sample, and that simply replacing the real-space power spec-
trum with the redshift-space power spectrum monopole in Eqs. 26
and 27 provides a reasonable fit to the measured covariance in red-
shift space. Inaccuracies in modelling the power spectrum and co-
variance matrix using the spherically averaged window function
(which can be seen in the model power spectrum in Fig. 9) cause
discrepancies in the large scale diagonal covariance matrix and a
small underestimation of the off-diagonal terms. A more rigorous
analysis of this, and application to the higher order multipoles of
the power spectrum and their covariance is left for future work.
5.2 Configuration space
The combination of analytic methods and measured covariance ma-
trix that we have successfully used to generate the binned covari-
ance matrix of the masked galaxy power spectrum could also be
applied to configuration space statistics. As with the power spec-
trum covariance matrix, the covariance matrix of the correlation
function is expected to scale with the volume and number density
of tracers; increasing either the volume in which to measure the
clustering or the number of galaxies will decrease the amplitude
of the covariance matrix. The four-point nature of the covariance
matrix demonstrated herein also translates through to configuration
space, with the covariance matrix of the two-point correlation func-
tion depending on the three- and four-point correlation functions.
The effects of a survey window on the correlation function
are easier to model than on the power spectrum as the survey win-
dow acts as a multiplicative function rather than a convolution, and
the integral constraint can be modelled as a simple additive term.
O’Connell et al. (2016) present a method to calculate the masked
configuration space covariance matrix in the Gaussian regime. The
method presented in this work of using small scale simulations to
reproduce the effects of the higher order non-Gaussian components
as opposed to modelling these analytically is still expected to hold
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Figure 8. A comparison of the measured and analytic covariance matrices for the MGS galaxy mocks. The top left and right panels show the power spectra and
the diagonal of the covariance matrix, whilst the remaining panels are slices through the correlation matrix, highlighting the off-diagonal terms. The lower plot
in the top right panel is the ratio of the measured covariance matrix against our analytic, scaled covariance. In all panels, red diamonds show measurements
from the 500 large volume cubic simulations, open points show the measurements from the masked simulations which include implicit convolution with
the survey mask. By combining the analytic window function convolution (black line) with a rescaled version of the small volume covariance matrix and
the Gaussian prediction for the small volume we obtain our scaled covariance matrix (black points) which recovers the behaviour of masked simulations
remarkably well on both large and small scales. This proves that our rescaling method is a viable method of reproducing the covariance matrix and large
volume simulations covering the full survey volume are not required.
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Figure 9. As for Fig. 8 but in redshift space. The masked covariance matrix is now calculated using the redshift space positions of all the mocks catalogues,
and we perform our analytic window function calculation using the redshift space power spectrum. Although we do not expect our method to hold for the
redshift space power spectrum due to the additional coupling between the power spectrum and window function in redshift space, we still find reasonable
results for the MGS sample.
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in configuration space, and so could be combined with the formulae
from O’Connell et al. (2016) to produce the masked covariance ma-
trix of the correlation function. We also leave a broader exploration
of this and a derivation of the necessary analytic scaling factor for
future work.
6 CONCLUSIONS
In this work we have presented a new method for calculating the co-
variance matrix of the binned, spherically averaged galaxy power
spectrum. Past work on the covariance matrix has focused on meth-
ods to reduce the number of realisations required to achieve some
numerical accuracy in estimates of the covariance matrix, but these
do not address the problem that running even a few hundreds of
simulations with the required cosmological volume and resolution
for next generation surveys such as DESI and Euclid will be chal-
lenging.
Instead, we have shown that the masked binned covariance
matrix can be estimated by combining analytic calculations on
large scales, which assumes Gaussianity yet capture the effects of
the survey window, with the small scale covariance matrix mea-
sured from a set of realistic cubic galaxy mocks that do not have to
fit the full volume of the survey. We have also included a method to
incorporate the effects of large scale modes that cannot be included
in the small volume simulations by using the ‘Separate Universe’
approach, slightly modifying the input cosmology of every simula-
tion within a suite to account for variations in the large scale power.
The benefit of our method is two-fold: Firstly we ease the
computational burden of requiring large number of huge, high res-
olution simulations for covariance matrix estimation. Secondly, we
have shown that we can actually improve the error on the covari-
ance matrix in a fixed computational time as the number of simu-
lations we can run will scale approximately with the volume. Ana-
lytically scaling the covariance matrix from these simulations con-
serves the improvement in the error gained by running additional
simulations.
As proof-of-concept we are able to reproduce the covariance
matrix of the spherically averaged power spectrum measured from
a set of 500 full-size masked simulations originally generated for
the analysis of the SDSS-II Main Galaxy Sample using only the
random catalogue associated with the MGS data and a set of 4000
new simulations each 1/8th the size of the original simulations. The
computational time required to generate both ensembles of simula-
tions is approximately the same. The cosmological volume of the
MGS is much smaller than for future surveys, and hence the effects
of the survey window function of the covariance matrix more se-
vere. The fact that our method does well even in this case means
we expect it to perform extremely well for next generation surveys.
However, this work is only the first step towards a viable alter-
native for covariance matrix estimation. Further effort is required
to investigate how to incorporate the effects of Redshift Space Dis-
tortions, and test the method in configuration space and on the
multipoles of the two-point clustering statistics. Nonetheless this
presents an extremely promising route to alleviating one of the
greatest computational burdens faced by future large scale struc-
ture analyses.
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APPENDIX A: MATHEMATICAL EXPRESSION FOR
THE POWER SPECTRUM COVARIANCE MATRIX
FKP give a mathematical derivation for the binned power spectrum
measured from a galaxy survey using two point correlations be-
tween real and synthetic galaxy catalogues. The same procedure
can be used for the covariance matrix of the measured binned power
spectrum, although the derivation is much longer and requires one
to consider the correlations between four distinct locations.
We first define the power spectrum covariance matrix for a
pair of k-vectors as
C(k,k′) = 〈P (k)P (k′)〉 − 〈P (k)〉〈P (k′)〉, (A1)
where P (k) is the power spectrum for some k-vector. The binned
covariance matrix can then be expressed as
C(ki, kj) =
∫
Vki
d3k
Vki
∫
Vkj
d3k′
Vkj
C(k,k′). (A2)
Substituting the power spectrum P (k) in Eq. A1 for the FKP es-
timator and using the fact that the shot-noise is scale-independent,
we can write the binned covariance matrix as the correlations be-
tween the weighted density field F (r) at different locations
C(k,k′) =
∫
d3r1
∫
d3r2
∫
d3r3
∫
d3r4 e
ik·(r1−r3)+ik′·(r2−r4)[
〈F (r1)F (r2)F (r3)F (r4)〉 − 〈F (r1)F (r3)〉〈F (r2)F (r4)〉
]
,
(A3)
where F (r) is defined in terms of the number density n¯(r),
and weights w(r), given to the real and synthetic points at
location r, as per Eq.(2.1.3) in FKP. The tedious process of
evaluating all the potential correlations between the real and
synthetic weighted density fields uses the method given the
appendix of FKP and is detailed in Smith & Marian (2016).
Substituting all the necessary terms into Eq. A3 and Eq. A2 in
turn gives the final expression for the binned covariance matrix
C(ki, kj) =
∫
Vki
d3k
Vki
∫
Vkj
d3k′
Vkj
{ ∣∣∣∣2 ∫ d3q1P (q1)G1,1(k − q1)G1,1(k′ + q1) + (1 + α)G1,2(k + k′)∣∣∣∣2
+
∫
d3q1
∫
d3q2
∫
d3q3T (q1, q2, q3)G1,1(k − q1)G1,1(k′ − q2)G1,1(−k − q3)G1,1(−k′ + q1 + q2 + q3)
+4
∫
d3q1
∫
d3q2B(q1, q2)G1,2(k + k
′ − q1)G1,1(−k − q2)G1,1(−k′ + q1 + q2)
+
∫
d3q1
∫
d3q2B(q1, q2)G1,2(−q1)
[
G1,1(k − q2)G1,1(−k + q1 + q2) +G1,1(k′ − q2)G1,1(−k′ + q1 + q2)
]
+2
∫
d3q1P (q1)
[
G1,3(k − q1)G1,1(−k + q1) +G1,3(k′ − q1)G1,1(−k′ + q1) + |G1,2(k − k′ − q1)|2
]
+
∫
d3q1P (q1)|G1,2(q1)|2 + (1 + α3)G1,4(0)
}
, (A4)
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where P (q1), B(q1, q2) and T (q1, q2, q3) are the power
spectrum, bispectrum and trispectrum respectively, α is the ratio
of real to synthetic galaxies, and we have defined
G`,m(k) =
∫
d3rn¯`(r)wm(r)eik·r[∫
d3rn¯2(r)w2(r)
]m
2
. (A5)
We have re-derived and shortened this expression compared to that
given in Smith & Marian (2016) by using the symmetry of the k-
vectors and setting k → −k (and similarly for k′) in some of the
individual terms.
APPENDIX B: NEW APPROXIMATION FOR THE
MASKED, BINNED COVARIANCE MATRIX
In this section we mathematically derive an approximation for the
binned covariance matrix that would be measured from a set of
masked mocks covering the full survey volume, i.e., Eq. A4, in
terms of only the binned covariance matrix measured from a set of
cubic mocks Csm (the expression for which is given in Eq. 4), and
the analytically calculated Gaussian part of the convolved covari-
ance matrix CW (the expression for which is given in Eq. 27).
Starting with our assumption that the convolution with the
window function is negligible for all terms in the covariance matrix
except for the Gaussian part, we can write the first term in Eq. A4
as CW . For the remaining terms we can perform a change of basis
q → k − q and take the case that the G-terms are only non-zero
for q ≈ 0, i.e., that the window function only has support on large
scales. Doing this for each of the higher-order trispectrum, bispec-
trum, power spectrum and constant terms results in
C(ki, kj) = C
W (ki, kj) + T¯ (ki, kj)G4,4(0)
+
[
4B¯(ki, kj) + B¯(0, kj) + B¯(ki, 0)
]
G3,4(0)
+
[
P¯ (ki) + P¯ (kj) + P¯ (ki, kj)
]
G2,4(0)
+
[
1 + α3
]
G1,4(0), (B1)
as the integrals over the q-vectors reduce to Dirac delta functions.
For a constant number density, such as that in a simulation,
the higher-order terms in Eq. B1 reduce exactly to those in
Eq. 4. However, even if this is not the case, we can substitute
Eq. 4 into Eq. B1. We choose to make this substitution about
the trispectrum as this is the dominant higher-order term. The
bispectrum, power spectrum and constant terms have a stronger
dependence on the shot-noise and so for any modern large
scale structure survey only become important on increasingly
non linear scales. We can write the result of our substitution as
C(ki, kj) = C
W (ki, kj) + C
res(ki, kj) + V G4,4(0)
[
Csm(ki, kj)− 2(2pi)
3
VkiV
(
P¯ (ki) +
1
n¯
)2
δD(ki − kj)
]
, (B2)
where
Cres(ki, kj) =
[
1 + α3
](
G1,4(0)− G4,4(0)
n¯3
)
+
[
P¯ (ki) + P¯ (kj) + P¯ (ki, kj)
](
G2,4(0)− G4,4(0)
n¯2
)
+
[
4B¯(ki, kj) + B¯(0, kj) + B¯(ki, 0)
](
G3,4(0)− G4,4(0)
n¯
)
. (B3)
We have dubbed Cres, the residual term. For our work we make
the approximation that this is zero (which is actually true if the
number density is constant), and find very good agreement in the
case of the MGS mocks. One could instead measure the bispectrum
and power spectrum terms from the set of small volume mock cat-
alogues that are used to estimate the small scale covariance matrix
(indeed this could also be done for the trispectrum, bypassing the
substitution altogether) and computing the necessary scaling fac-
tors. However, as our current method is already accurate enough
and computing the higher order clustering of every mock can be
computationally demanding we do not attempt this here.
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